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Dear Travis Families, 
 
The past few weeks have created many challenges for all of us given the school closure related to COVID 19. 
We had to quickly adjust to schooling your children through Distance Learning measures. Most of us had to 
learn this form of teaching and learning over the past few weeks without prior practice. I must say that I am 
very impressed with how quickly and professionally our staff has been learning to teach your children in 
this manner. Their collaboration district-wide helped develop thoughtful and intentional Distance Learning 
plans.  
 
Our staff has communicated to families through e-mail, phone calls, Class Dojo, Zoom and Microsoft Teams 
to name a few. We understand the stress and anxiety that your students may be experiencing learning from 
home. Our teachers have been reaching out to your children each week to check on their progress and 
provide them with the essential skills needed for the remainder of this school year.  They have met with 
each other and planned lessons to the end of the year which they collaborated on district-wide through 
some of the on-line mediums mentioned above. Now they are looking at ways to not only educate but also 
lift the spirits of your children up by presenting a variety show weekly with staff doing some very fun 
activities. I just want to take a moment to thank our teachers for their efforts and your family for your 
patience and understanding while we have been going through this situation together!  
 
We also understand that you may have questions such as when we will be able to get our personal 
belongings and how will my child's progress be reported at the end of the year. We are currently making 
plans to meet with teachers after the Spring Break to discuss and resolve these issues.  Our teachers will 
not be working over Spring Break, April 10-April 19, and taking the time to refresh and rejuvenate before 
the final push toward the end of the year. 
 
For now, we hope that you too can take this time off over the Spring Break to disconnect from technology, 
not worry about school, and enjoy your family.  
 
We wish you to have continued health and well-being during your Spring Break and Distance Learning will 
continue April 20, 2020. 
 
Take care and stay safe! 
 
 

 
 
 
 

 


